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FALL AWARENESS, PREVENTION,
AND REDUCTION
Facts and stats on older adults and falls have proven that falls are a severe health problem with
unfavorable consequences. These unfavorable consequences are why St. Otto’s Care Center has
made fall awareness, prevention and reduction a priority in providing a safe living environment for
our residents. St. Otto’s Care Center successfully completed a two-and-a-half-year Fall Prevention
Program under the guidance of the Minnesota Department of Health in September of 2020.
Although this project has ended, we continue to promote a safe living environment for all residents
through education and awareness. Countless routine and individualized strategies have been devised
and implemented in an effort to prevent and reduce fall events. Some useful reminders and tips related to fall awareness,
prevention and reduction include:

•
•
•
•
•

Utilization of resident call light for staff assistance
Maintaining appropriate non slip footwear
A clutter free environment
Participate in exercise groups
Inform team members of personal preferences, limitations,
and changes with your wellbeing ASAP

FALL
PREVENTION

IS FOR
EVERYONE

BIRD BALLS
One thing a pandemic will do is to make us think outside the box. St Otto’s residents
have been making pom poms for years and selling them but once the pandemic hit,
that was no longer an option. Once things started to get back to normal, we started
making pom poms once again. This time however, they were much larger and we
had thoughts of playing catch with the residents. It worked quite well. When one
of the staff members, Sue Batters, bought one to take home, she had a wonderful
idea! Put it outside for the birds. The birds loved it. They poked and pulled at the
strings until they could get one loose and off they would go to make their nests.
Who would of thought a ball of yarn could be so useful to them and entertaining for
us. Our bird balls will continue to be a staple item in our showcase.
Janet Eller has been our main person to mass produce the bird balls which she does
in her room. She has become the expert and we have a hard time keeping up with
getting her the forms to start with.

GIANT PUZZELS
This year we really had to think out side the box dealing with activities. Wanting
the residents to get out of their rooms was a major concern. We had to think of
reason for them to leave their rooms. It was decided that it would be fun to do
a giant puzzle. We did one for each floor in different designs. Christmas was the
theme of course, so after a lot of hard work getting them ready, it was time to
start building. It was a 7 ft by 5 ft puzzle with 117 pieces that they could put on
the canvas in the correct spot. You had to match the letter and number with the
puzzle piece and try and figure out what the picture would look like. Everyday
for 2 weeks we added 10 more pieces until we could finally see what it was
going to be. The residents had a good time guessing what it was and waiting for
the next pieces. More puzzles will be going up throughout the year so we can
continue to enjoy our giant puzzles.
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CHRIST’S LOVE UNLEASHED
For team members at St. Otto’s Care Center in Little Falls, Christian values and beliefs fortify the mission to care for
residents. This has been particularly evident even in later months during 2020 of the worldwide pandemic.
As the Covid-19 virus surged throughout the world last year, no one was left unaffected. Especially impacted were
residents living in care centers. To prevent the virus from spreading, additional infection control procedures were
put into place. Yes, certainly essential to do, but not without consequences. Residents at St. Otto’s experienced
separation from family and friends as visiting was halted. Group activities, familiar dining room routines and even
spiritual services were altered in ways never anticipated.
What would guide the way forward through all of this upheaval and uncertainty? It was the overwhelming response
of St. Otto’s team members who shared the love of Christ with residents in need! And sharing the love of Christ was
indeed a sharing in His suffering, such as the difficulty of telling a family member their loved one has Covid, as well
as telling team members that they were positive for Covid. But most devastating of all was having dear residents
pass away due to the virus despite exhaustive efforts. It was Christ’s love that held the team together while
experiencing this deep loss of control.
Working day in and day out, taking on additional responsibilities and sacrificing for the well-being of residents,
team members at St. Otto’s strove daily to follow Christ’s example to love. And as Christ unleashed His love upon
the world through His suffering and death, so team members unleashed their love upon the residents, most
especially throughout all of this suffering.
Residents were surrounded with professional care for their physical, emotional, social and spiritual well-being.
Relationships between residents and team members nourished each other through compassion, laughter and
prayer with the assurance that day in and day out, the Lord was in their midst.
In Luke’s Gospel, Jesus teaches that we are to love God and neighbor. In telling the parable of the Good Samaritan,
Jesus teaches that we are to be merciful to those among us who are suffering and in need. This parable has been
lived out at St. Otto’s. Team members have worked tirelessly, compassionately and professionally to relieve the
suffering of the “neighbor” in their midst. The unleashing of God’s love has occurred and continues, in a little corner
of God’s kingdom, known as St. Otto’s Care Center.
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Veterans Day was a little different this year. Typically, we have a ceremony to honor all the Veterans who reside at
St. Ottos. We give out certificates from the camp commander and have a representative come and give a speech
to all the veterans and their family members. Flags are presented, with the help of our residents. Handshakes and
thanks are given by our speaker. This year because of the Covid restrictions, we had to go another route. Luckily,
one of our staff knew of a few military men to call and ask what they could do. Once the call was made, the veteran
organizations wanted to do something for all those in care centers. Ken Burggraff stated “yes, we need to do
something for our vets”. It wasn’t long before they had gotten together a military honor guard. Complete with a
21 gun salute, presentation of the flags and the bugler. It brought tears to many who watched in silence as they
performed. At least 20 soldiers came around noon and we were able to get most of our vets outside to watch. The
were very moved. We all were. We had a new employee at St Otto’s who was a vet and so we asked if he could dress
in his uniform, shake hands and hand out flags that the American Legion brought for them. There is no describing
the look on the woman and men’s faces when he saluted them and thanked them. It turned out to be a very special
veterans’ day.
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FRIENDSHIPS
Friendships made throughout one’s lifetime come from all over
the world. Residents at St. Otto’s Care Center in Little Falls have
made a special connection with friends from Mrs. Johnson’s 4th
grade class at St. Francis Catholic School in Brainerd through a
pen pal program. This unique pen pal program began during
the school year 2018-2019, and is now in its second year going
strong. Not surprisingly, adjustments have been made to
the program due to the unpredicted journey Covid brought
beginning in 2020. The intent of the pen pal program began
originally with the idea of wanting St. Francis students to learn
to read and write cursive through real life experience. Students
are each assigned a ‘friend’ (resident) to them and together they
have been exchanging letters written in cursive. There were
some St. Otto’s residents who thought that cursive was a secret
language, as some generations never learned it. Others were
and are experts. When talking with the residents about writing
cursive, it brought back memories of how they would spend
hours as a child practicing how to write. The impact has been
incredible. Stella, one student shares, “I love having a pen pal! I
love spending time with elders. I wish I could get together with
our pen pals. My pen pal is kind and sweet! I found out my pen
pal prays for me every day, how sweet!”
Because they were not sure the residents and students were
going to connect during the pandemic as they did in person
the first year of the pen pal program, leaders of the project were
determined to not give up. They pursued another way. With
great support from Jennifer Nagel and Mrs. Michelle Johnson,
as well as St. Otto’s leadership, residents and students also have
had the opportunity to meet each other face to face through
Zoom calls. These calls are connecting St. Otto’s residents
regularly electronically with the use of iPads to a classroom
filled with smiling faces on a laptop or Smartboard. Questions
are asked, inquiring about the life of each other. Each student
and resident anxiously await the opportunity to get to see the
others face, after having exchanged letters previously. Also,
when closing the Zoom calls, the students sing a song naming

the 50 states. Wow, the residents are quite impressed! Margaret,
a 94-year-old resident at St. Otto’s shared, “I really like doing the
Zoom call with my pen pal, Dominick. He is very well behaved,
and I enjoyed talking with him. The kids all seem to enjoy it too.
I enjoy getting letters from him.”
National and state regulations and restrictions were put into
place in attempt to prevent the Covid virus from entering
care centers. Isolation and loneliness reigned true across care
centers. Krista Bernander, co-owner of St. Otto’s Care Center
shares, “Socialization is a basic human desire and need. At
the end of life, the opportunity to share stories of one’s life
journey provides a necessary feeling of self-worth, pride,
and dignity. Seeing the smiles and laughs both the residents
and 4th graders have experienced through this program is
absolutely heartwarming. Witnessing two generations connect
so intentionally and beautifully though the pen pal program
is extraordinary, particularly during the pandemic when
socialization opportunities have been limited. We are so grateful
and blessed to be a part of this opportunity.”
Brainerd and Little Falls may not be far in distance from each
other, but during these trying times it was far enough. Making
that connection for the nursing home residents with the
students brings new friendships during trying times, and is
the best therapy to decrease loneliness when visits are limited.
Sophia, one of Mrs. Johnson’s 4th grade student elaborates, “I
think it’s so nice to see them on Zoom and to hear what their
childhood was like. They are so, so, so, so, sweet and funny! I
wish I could give her a huge hug! It’s like you’ve been friends
with them for awhile. You just get a good feeling.”
At this moment, a resident may be reflecting on the “Meet My
Pen Pal” picture of a St. Francis 4th grader in their room at St.
Otto’s and a 4th grader may be anxiously awaiting their next
letter from a dignified elderly resident, telling a little more
of their life story. Through letter writing and Zoom calls, our
residents are connecting with new friends in this big world.
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NURSING HOME WEEK
Together though the season was our theme for
nursing home week. This was a fitting theme this
year as we truly have been there for each other
in the last year. This year we celebrated National
Nursing Home Week as a time to recognize
residents, their special relationships with staff, and
the family members that all make up our unique
and wonderful community.
This year we had a theme for each day. We began
the week writing a mother’s day poem to celebrate
Mother’s Day.
•

Monday we crowned our king and queen and
had a wine and cheese party.

•

Tuesday we were off to Hawaii with some great
photo shoots and touches of the big Island.

•

Wednesday we took a road trip. We packed our
bags and went to see what we could find.

•

Thursday we headed to the ball game. Many
fun surprises happened at the game that day!

•

And Friday we went back to the old west. We
did some roping and tried our hand at a target
or two on the old home front.
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King Steve Marschall and Queen Louise Meyer

Dagmar enjoying
Hawaiian days

Playing games
at Western days

Sharp shooters, Gloria, Missy and Steve

Lois H at
Hawaiian days

Helen S at Western days
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ACTIVITIES
Activities have made some major changes in the last year due to COVID 19. We went from doing large groups in the
Hearthside and Gathering Place to individual room to room activities. We had many restrictions during Covid times,
6-foot distancing, no touching or singing and everyone staying on their own floors. Now this is a challenge when you
have a very joyful staff who love to sing, give hugs and gather in groups. Not only has the activity staff continued with
their activities, but are now helping out with all three meals. Assisting with feeding, passing trays, collecting trays from
rooms and recording intakes. Along with offering the mid-day and evening snack, helping with escorting residents to
appointments and providing services such as Zoom or Skype to help keep residents connected with their loved ones.
During this time, we have created new games that can be done on an individual basis. Everything from trivia, to The Price
is Right, Charades, taking a walk in the garden, magazine scavenger hunts, to arts and craft projects, sharing memories
of the past, wishing tree, leprechaun bowling, coloring contest, memory game, lottery, pick a number, to the meaning of
your name. Can’t forget the Zoom calls with St. Francis School in Brainerd so residents could meet their pen pals and daily
exercise to Thirsty Thursday and many more.
We tried to keep some of the normal traditions but we were not able to include children or our usual volunteers who we
miss very much. Those roles were done by staff in house. Our staff played St. Nick, Santa, Mrs. Santa and the Easter bunny
with much love and caring. Hoping to bring some joy back to our residents. The staff became the family that were not
allowed to visit, doing many personal errands for them and giving them the support of a friend.
As the rules loosen up, we have started to do some events in small groups. And of course, their favorite, Bingo, was the
first to come back. We are hoping to use some of the things we learned during this time in the future.
Pictured above: Left to Right, Top to Bottom:
Audrey A., Donna H geta a hug from Easter Bunny, Janet D meets Easter Bunny, Esther with St Nick,
LaRayne and Santa, Don B meets the Easter Bunny, Oliva gets help from employee Anita.
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INGREDIENTS:

GREETINGS FROM THE • 1 box 5.1 oz instant vanilla pudding
• DEPARTMENT:
32 oz container vanilla yogurt
NUTRITIONAL SERVICES

• the8Residents
oz container
of themselves
Cool Whip
thawedin their
Update on the dining service: We are continuing to serve
who can feed
independently,
rooms. Residents who need any supervision, or assistance with eating are eating their meals in the dining room. We are
• 1One
pkg
frozen
raspberries
required to follow the social distancing in the dining rooms.
Resident
is placed
at each table, unless they are a married
couple. We continue to follow the guidelines from CMS regarding the dining services.
We have updated the menus, from where we were at during the past year with COVID restrictions. We did have some
challenges with getting the food items we had on the menu. This has now improved, but we still have a few of these
challenges.

INSTRUCTIONS:

New things happening in the Nutrition Services Department:
•
•

•

1. In a large bowl, combine the pudding mix and the v
a spa
We are working on implementing the new International
Dysphagiafold
Diet Standardisation
Initiative (IDDSI).
IDDSIcan
was be slightly
3. Lastly,
in the raspberries,
(they
founded in 2013 with the goal of developing new global standardized terminology and definitions to describe texture
modified foods and thickened liquids used for individuals
with dysphagia
all ages,
in care settings
and do
all cultures.
berries
thawofvery
quickly.
If you
not serve imme
Three years of ongoing work by the International Dysphagia
Dietwill
Standardisation
Committee has
culminated
a final
juices
add a raspberry
flavor
to inthe
entire mixtu
dysphagia diet framework consisting of a continuum of 8 levels(0-7).
before serving.
The menu has been updated, new food items have been tried, revised and mastered and then have been placed on the
menu.
2. Fold Cool Whip into the mixture (You can use

There will be more to come as St Otto’s develops our plan. This will be a great benefit for the Residents who are on
mechanically altered textures of food and liquids. It will give them more options on the foods & fluids that are offered on
these diets vs as we know and offer today. We are working with our Speech Therapist to develop the plan that will work at
St Otto’s. St Otto’s plan is to roll this out by October of 2021.
Submitted:
Karen Jacobs CDM CFPP
Food Service Director

RASPBERRY VANILLA
JELLO SALAD
INGREDIENTS:
•
1 box 5.1 oz instant vanilla pudding
•
32 oz container vanilla yogurt
•
8 oz container of Cool Whip thawed
•
1 pkg frozen raspberries
INSTRUCTIONS:
1. In a large bowl, combine the pudding mix and the vanilla
yogurt, stirring until well mixed.
2.

Fold Cool Whip into the mixture (You can use a spatula or
a whisk)

3.

Lastly, fold in the raspberries, (they can be slightly thawed,
or you can put them in frozen) The berries thaw very
quickly. If you do not serve immediately the berries will
thaw more and the juices will add a raspberry flavor to
the entire mixture! We leave the mixture sit for 24 hours
before serving.
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INFECTION CONTROL
This past year has been one that has never happened before
to our generation. Covid 19 is a new word and definitely has hit
Long Term Care hard. Staff, residents, families, we all have a story.
Many changes to our lives have happened.
The painful common denominator was closing our doors to
protect our residents. This pandemic put us all in a place that
we never imagined. We made it! Not without battle scars. Fear,
sadness, loneliness, anger, fatigue it was all felt at some time by
many surrounding Long Term Care Centers.
Thanksgiving was very difficult. Christmas was indescribable. The
date was on the calendars, but the heaviness was in hearts. Tears.
Easter! We could finally be involved in a holiday again. It seemed
like forever. Staff, families, residents, in a state of emotion not
ever felt before. Families reuniting, residents leaving the building,

Easter baskets, candy, Flowers! Flowers! Flowers!
This hit us all.
Easter evening, a granddaughter brought her grandma back.
She knelt down beside her grandmother with tears not dripping,
running. She said, “Thank everyone! Thank 3rd floor, thank staff
for curling her hair, for putting on her jewelry, for helping dress
her so beautiful. She held our babies! 2 she has not seen!”
Staff’s tears were running, not dripping.
Just a piece of the past year. May we all somehow be better, more
thoughtful and more thankful.
Infection Control
Raneyl Moren

HEALTH CARE CORE CURRICULUM COURSE
St. Otto’s Care Center and Little Falls Community High School once again partnered for the 2020/2021 school year in offering Junior
and Senior students the opportunity to learn, train, and participate in caring for those in need. 30 students participated in the course
this school year, with the opportunity to obtain their Nursing Assistant Certification after successfully completing the program. Once
again in true St. Otto’s fashion students enrolled in the Health Care Core Curriculum Course (HCCC) were welcomed with open arms by
St. Otto’s Care Center residents and staff! We are lucky to have the following students from the HCCC course on our SOCC team:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lily Stanford (Activities Assistant)
Hailey Gerads (Dietary Assistant)
Aleah Burgardt (CNA)
Ava Filippi (CNA)
Morgan Hollermann (CNA)
Maizee Kathrein (CNA)
Emma Mikkelsen (CNA)
Mikala Nelson (CNA)

•
•
•
•
•

Abby Noyes (CNA)
Elizebeth Olson (CNA)
Chloe Swanson (CNA)
Trista Theimer (CNA)
Olivia Vanrisseghem (CNA)

Congratulations on what each of you have accomplished on your
journey!

EMPLOYEE WELLNESS
2020 was a difficult year for everyone.
Given the universal human stress of
what seemed like a never-ending cycle
of restrictions, policy changes, and
limitations it’s no wonder staff started to
fatigue and feel overwhelmed. Knowing
we are all trying to wrap our heads around
a new “normal” while maintaining a strong
stance for our residents has been taxing
physically, mentally, and spiritually. This
is why St. Otto’s Care Center has initiated
an Employee Wellness program providing
employees with a variety of opportunities to boost morale, team spirit and employee wellness. Organizational goals and outcomes
include an increase in self-care, connecting with team members and the community, and reduction in workplace stress. St. Otto’s is
looking forward to providing staff with opportunities to connect, reflect, decompress, and share. As well as, learning about and from
each other, not only as coworkers but as a community caring for others, while caring for ourselves as individuals. Staff are welcomed
and encouraged to assist in planning and participating in wellness endeavors, including offering suggestions for future wellness
opportunities. Be kind to yourself, be patient with others, be SOCC STRONG for our residents!
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LISA UDY
Hello, my name is Lisa Udy. I am the new
Director of Nursing here at St. Otto’s Care
Center. A little information about me. I
am a local gal. I was born and raised in
Bowlus, MN and went to high school in
Holdingford, MN and graduated in 1992.
I grew up on a farm with my parents and
8 siblings. I began my healthcare career
in 1992 right here at St. Otto’s Care Center
taking my CNA class in the basement and
then working at St. Otto’s for 4 years as a
CNA. I absolutely loved my job working
with the residents. I worked as a CNA also
then at the Lutheran Care Center. I then
went on to do home care with Horizon
Health in Pierz for about 10 years.
While doing that I met my current
husband and we joined families. I married
my husband Jeff in 1997 and we had
two more children together. Children
include Jeffery Jr., Jeremy, James (Jay),
Jillian, Layla, and Joshua and Layne.

While raising our families I continued
to work part-time doing home care and
began my education to obtain my LPN.
Upon receiving my LPN at Central Lakes
College I worked another short stint at
St. Otto’s Care Center as an LPN while still
continuing on for my RN. I received my
RN at Central Lakes College in Brainerd,
MN. Upon receiving my RN I worked at St.
Joseph’s Medical Center in Brainerd for
roughly 6 months before I realized that
acute care was not my passion, my heart
was pulling me back to long term care. I
accepted a position at the Lutheran Care
Center as an RN manager and worked
there for about 4 years in many capacities
including Assistant Director of Nursing. I
then expanded my wings and accepted
my first Director of Nursing position in St.
Cloud, MN at Talahi Care Center. During
my time at Talahi I also pursued my Long
Term Care Administrators license which I
did obtain. I also worked at Long Prairie
Care Center as the Director of Nursing,
and Good Samaritan Society Woodland
Assisted Living in Brainerd and from there
I accepted this position here at St. Otto’s.
In my private life I enjoy being with my
family, which includes 10 grandchildren.
We have a cocker spaniel Katie who has
been with us for 12 years. I enjoy camping,
being outdoors, riding our side by side
along trails, reading, doing puzzles, and
traveling with my dear husband.
I have to say that throughout my career I
have met so many amazing people that
I have cared for, families and staff that

I have worked beside. I have so many
fond memories at each and every place I
have worked. I have been blessed to have
had the pleasure of working with many
amazing people and getting to know so
many residents and families. I have always
personally made it a personal goal to
make each residents time at my facility
the best that it absolutely can be. I hold to
the truth that if you are coming to live in
a care center you are “coming to live, not
to die”.
Upon returning to St. Ottos’s here I
found that they too lived that truth. I
started here at St. Otto’s Care Center in
December 2020 and have so enjoyed
reuniting with many of the staff I worked
with as a CNA many years ago. We have
so many committed staff who have been
a part of this team for so many years
and so many new staff who have the
passion, commitment and caring to give
absolutely amazing care to our residents. I
am honored to work with this team. Brian
and Krista as the owners are amazing and
are the most giving, caring people I have
ever worked with. This has been a very
difficult past year for everyone. We need
to continue to trust, rely and support each
other as we get through COVID. Please
feel free to stop in to meet me if I haven’t
met you yet, or stop in to say hello if you
are here or call if you have questions. I am
here to promote, support and care for you
and your loved one. Thank you for that
honor.
Sincerely, Lisa Udy

MICHELLE SCHUETT
My name is Michelle Schuett and I am the new Accounts Receivable/Biller for St Otto’s Care Center. I may
look familiar to some as I was previously here in a role with Eldercare of MN. I have been in the long term care
industry for 20 years and enjoy every bit of it!
I currently live in Little Falls with my husband and we have 3 grown children. I graduated from SCSU majoring
in general business, then went back 10 years later for my accounting major. In my spare time, I enjoy
snowmobiling, kayaking, biking and being outdoors. I look forward to meeting you!

SRIJANA THAPA
Hello Everyone! I am Srijana Thapa, and I am from Kathmandu, Nepal. It is a country in Asia that lies between
China, and India. I did my major in Bachelors of Science in Nursing from Rajiv Gandhi University, Bangalore,
India. During my internship experiences in Nightingales Centre for Ageing and Alzheimer’s, Bangalore, I had
the inclination to serve the population of older adults. Then I did my Masters of Science in Gerontology from
St. Cloud State University, St. Cloud, Minnesota. Currently, I am working as an Activities Intern Supervisor
under the guidance of amazing Director of Activities Department, Dorothy Bernardy. Working at St. Otto’s Care
Center, and becoming a part of the team who strives for providing the outstanding service, and approach to
the residents and their needs, has been the centerpiece of foundation of my professional achievements. For I
have already worked and socialized with people belonging to various social and cultural backgrounds, I look forward to broadening
my knowledge and insight of many other cultures during my work experience, and sharing knowledge of my own. I feel privileged
and grateful to be a part of St. Otto’s Care Center, and I wish you all good luck to make the best out of this work experience at St. Otto’s
Care Center.
Thank You!
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Values
Resident Centered Care
We provide a personalized family approach centered on meeting the needs of those
we care for.
Respectful and Compassionate Team Members
Our team members promote a professional and respectful environment through
teamwork, communication and compassion.
Striving for Excellence
St. Otto’s Care Center pursues excellence daily through consistent communication
and follow through, continuing education, and empowerment of team members.
Caring for the Community
St. Otto’s Care Center’s strong foundation extends beyond its walls, connecting our
residents with the community in which we all live and work.

VISION
Continue to strengthen our excellence providing for
our residents and community.

